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Packet Switching in Radio Channels: Part 111-Polling and
(Dynamic) Split-Channel Reservation Multiple Access
FOUAD A. TOBAGI AND LEONARD KLEINROCK,

Abstract-Here we continue the analytic study
of packet switching
in radio channels which we reported upon in our two previous papers
[ 11, [2]. Again we consider a population of terminals communicating
with a central station over a packet-switched radio channel. The allocation of bandwidth among the contending terminals can
befixed [e.g.,
time-divisionmultipleaccess(TDMA)orfrequency-divisionmultiple
access (FDMA)]-,rundom [e.&, ALOHA or carrier sen? multiple access
(CSMA)]or centrally controlled (e.g., pollingorreservation). In this
paper weshowthatwith
alarge population of burstyusers, (asexpected) random access is superior to both futed assignment and polling.
We also introduce and analyze a dynamic reservation technique which
is
wecallsplit-channelreservationmultipleaccess(SRMA)which
interestinginthat
it is both simple and efficientover alargerange
of system parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE primary goal of a computer network is to permit users
and processes at one research center to interactively access
and use data, programs, and computing resources that exist
at
other
research centers. An excellent
example
is the
ARPANET, which currently consists of more than 60 nodes.
However, it may be observed that the full potential of such
resource-sharing networks will not be realized until new techniques are developed that provide a high-quality, flexible, and
responsive terminal access.capabi1ity.
Numerouspapers have already appeared in theliterature
which discuss the advantages of using radio as an alternative to
wire communication for terminal-to-computer communication
[3] -[5] . The key propertyis that radio is a multiaccess broadcast medium;that is, anynumberof
users may access the
channelatthe
same time (however, signals onthe same
carrier frequency which overlap in time may result in mutual
destruction), and the transmission of a signal by a user may
be received over a wide area by any number of receivers operating at the same frequency. Broadcast radio communications
provide us with easy access to central computer installations
and computer networks, and the collection and dissemination
of data over large distributed geographical areas is independent
of the availability of preexisting (telephone) wire networks.
Moreover, wireless connections areparticularly suitablefor
communicationwith and among mobile users, a constantly
growing ‘areaofinterestandapplication.
Accordingly, the
AdvancedResearch Projects Agency oftheDepartmentof
Defense undertookaneffort
whose goal is to developnew
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techniquesforradiocommunicationamong
geographically
distributed, futed ormobile, user terminals and t o provide
improved frequency management strategies to meet the critical shortage of the RF spectrum[5] .
In the computer-to-computer data transmission case (e.g.,
fde transmissions), one often sees a higher utilization of the
communication channels than is the case with terminal traffic.
The reason is simply that terminals, large in number and often
geographically distributed, are basically bursty sources of data,
i.e., they tend to generate demands at a very low duty cycle.
Let us consider an envjronment consisting of a population
of M identical user terminals wishing to communicate with a
centralstation over a radiochanneloflimitedbandwidth,
say W Hz.lThe basic question here is how to allocate this
bandwidth among the contending terminals such that the limiting communications resource is efficiently utilized. and such
that the terminals’ delays are within an acceptable range. The
various known alternatives fall into the three following categories.
A. Fixed Assignment
This technique consists of allocating the channel to users
independentoftheiractivity,bypartitioningthetimebandwidth space into slots which are assigned to the user population in a static predetermined fashion. It takes two commonforms:orthogonal,such
as frequency-division multiple
access (FDMA) and synchronous time-division multiple access
(TDMA-commonly known as time-division
multiplexing),
and “quasi-orthogonal,’’ such as code-division multiple access
(CDMA). Assuming all users t o be identical, FDMA consists
of assigning to each usera fraction W/M of the bandwidth,
along with buffering capabilities required t o handle the statistical fluctuationsdue to therandom message arrivals. TDMA
consists of assigning futed predetermined channel time slotst o
each user; it also results in assigning a fraction 1/M of the total
channelcapacityand
also requires buffering capabilities.A
number of disadvantages of FDMA exist when compared with
TDMA: wasted bandwidth for adequate frequency separation,
lack offlexibility in achieving dynamicallocationofbandwidth, lack of broadcast operation. The only major disadvantage in TDMA is theneed to providerapid burstsynchronizationandsufficientburstseparation
t o avoid timeoverlap. However, in satellite
a
communicationenvironment,
INTELSAT’s MAT-1 experimental TDMA system has shown
that guard bands of less than 200 ns are achievable and new
operational systems are moving towards the use of TDMA.
CDMA allows more than one user to share a common band
in a nondestructive fashion.
The bandwidth is assumed to be modulated at 1 bit/Hz.s.
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B. Random Access (No Assignment)

In this category, the entire bandwidthis provided as a single
high-speed channel to be shareddynamically by the users in
somefashion.Thisresource-sharing
is accomplished through
packet-switching, a packet being merely a package of data prepared by one user for transmission to some other user in the
system.Thedifficulty
in controlling a channel which must
carry its own controlinformation givesrise to the so-called
random-access techniques. The random-access techniques studied so far are ALOHA [3], [6] , [7] and carrier sense multiple
access (CSMA) previously introducedand analyzed bythe
authors in [ I ] , [2] , and [8] . Since signals for the single carrier
frequency which overlap in time result in information destruction (unless a spread spectrum method such as CDMA is used),
packet collisions are inherent to theserandom-access techniques.
C Centrally Controlled Assignment

Here there are twomethods (in common usage for wire
networks): contention and polling [9] . They both require the
presence of a central station performing the control. In a contention network, the terminal makes a request to transmit: if
the channel is free, transmission goes ahead; if it is not free,
theterminalmust
wait. Thestation schedules the transmissions either inaprearrangedsequence(according
to some
scheduling scheme) or in the sequence in which the requests
were made. In the polling technique, the station asks (polls)
the terminals one by one as t o whether they have anything t o
transmit. For this, the station
may have apolling list giving
the order in which terminals are polled. When a polling messageis sent to the next terminal
in sequence, and if the terminal has some data to transmit, it goes ahead; if not, a negative reply (or absence of reply) is received by the station, and
the next terminal is polled.These controlledtechniques are
readily applicable t o radio channels as well; in this case, they
require that only the central station be within
range and in
line of sight of all terminals.
The emphasis in this paper is to consider controlled techniques for packet radio channels and the comparison of their
performance with that of the known futed and random assignment techniques. For this, we first give, in Section 11, a simple
comparative study
between
FDMA and
slotted
ALOHA
showing quantitatively the superiority of each
over different
parameter ranges. In Section 111, we review the performance of
a simple polling scheme known as roll-call polling [ 9 ] . In
Section IV, we introduce and analyze a new efficient contention technique which we refer to as split-channel reservation
multiple access (SRMA). Our goal is t o compare these various
schemes on an analytic basis, and this we do throughout the
paper.
II.’RANDOM ACCESS VERSUS FIXED ASSIGNMENT
It has long been recognized that futed allocation of a scarce
communication resource is extremely wasteful when M is large
and the terminals are bursty.,On the other hand,providing the
bandwidth as a single high-speed channel to a large number
of users allows us to take advantage of the powerful “large

number laws” which state that with very high probability, the
demand at any instant will be approximately equal to thesum
of the average demands of that population. To illustrate this
quantitatively, we wish t o compare FDMA2 with the simple
random-accessscheme known as slotted ALOHA [ 6 ] , [ 7 ] ,
[lo].
Theperformance measures consideredin this comparison
and throughout the paperare channel throughput (or bandwidthutilization)
and average packetdelay.
The average
packetdelay D is defined as the average timefrom whena
packet is generated until it is successfully received at the station.
To analyze FDMA, we adopt the followingassumptions:
a) an assumed fmite(but large) population ofMusers; b)
each user generatesanewfixed-length
packet (of b, bits)
according t o a Poisson process at a rate A packets/s; c) the total
channel hasa bandwidth of W Hz modulatedat 1bit/Hz.s
(giving a channelcapacityof
W bit/s). Thus,with M users
in this FDMA mode, each is assigned a channel of W/M ,bit/s
[see Fig. I(a)] ; we neglect any loss due to guard bands, etc.
Eachsuchchannel
behaves as anMIDI1queueing
system
giving an average time in system D (waiting plus transmission)
as follows [ 111:

pA
V=

(I-;)
1-P

where p = MAb,/W.
We are assuming that queueing is permitted at each of the
M terminals. We note that a finite population model with M
users, each at rate A and with queueing permitted, produces
fewer collisions in random access than does the infinite population since each terminal avoids conflicts among its own packets. However, the analysis forslotted ALOHA assumes an
infinitepopulationof
users with an aggregate input rate of
MA packet/s and this, therefore, produces an upper bound on
delay. (See Fig. l(b) and (c).)
Slotted ALOHA with aninfinitepopulation
hasbeen
thoroughly analyzed by Kleinrock and Lam. Neglecting the
propagationdelay,andlettingthemaximum
retransmission
delay be aninteger number K of packetslots(the retransmission delay being uniformly distributed over the K slots),
the delay D is then given by [7] , [ 121

D=

[+
1

]

E ( K + 1)

b,

- (in seconds)

W

Although the delays in both TDMA and FDMA are of the same
order of magnitude, they do differ. The delay for FDMA is given by
[See (I)] : D = [(p2/A)/2(1 - p ) ] + M(b,/W), the first term accounting for the queueingdelay and the second, for the service time (the
transmission time of the packet onthe user-assigned channel). The
delay for TDMA can be shown to be D= (M/2)(bm/W)+ [(p2/A)/2(1 p ) ] + (b,/W), where the first term accounts for user slot synchronization (under a Poisson arrival process assumption), the second accounts
for the queueing delay, and the third accounts for the transmission of
the packet over the channel, that is, the user’s slot size. Thus TDMA
provides delays smaller than FDMA by (M/2 - l)(b,/W). We consider
only FDMA in the comparisons of this section.
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The normalized packet delay D (in units of T = b,/W, the
packet transmission time) is shown in Fig. 2, versus the normalized inputrate S (alsoreferred to as throughput,under
steady-stateconditions)for
various values of K . For each
value of S, we note that an optimum
value of K can be selected so as to achieve minimumdelay.The lowerenvelope
of all delay curves provides the ultimate throughput-delay performance of slotted ALOHA (showndashedin
Fig. 2 ) . It is
to be noted that the maximum utilization is limited to l/e =
0.37 of the total available bandwidth.
Equation (1) for FDMA is compared with the results for
delayin slotted ALOHA with an infinite population as follows. We consider the- (M, A) plane in Fig. 3 , in which we
represent constant D contours. Comparing the delayper-

L
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1

USER INPUT RATEA IPACKETS/SECOND)

Fig. 3.

FDMA and slotted ALOHA random access: performance with
100 kbit/s bandwidth.

formance of the two systems, we note that with bursty users
(small A), slotted ALOHA can support many more users than
FDMA, for the same packet delay. For example, at D = 0.1 s,
slotted ALOHA can support a number of users which is over
three orders of magnitude greater than the number thatFDMA
can support when A =
packet/s; as A increases (i.e.,
as the burstiness decreases), thisdifference is reduced until
at A x 5 the two systems can support roughly an equal number of users. Beyond this point, FDMA is superior. This crossover point clearly dependsuponthe
value of D examined.
In fact, slotted ALOHA can support total traffic only in the
range MAbrn/W < l / e
0.37 andbeyondthat,
FDMA will
always be superior untilittoosaturatesat
MAb,/W = 1;
this tradeoff is clearly evident in Roberts' curves [13] .
The above result can be alternatively presented in the following manner. Let M be some large number, say 1000. Fig. 4
shows constant D contours in the (W, A) plane. Again we note
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thatwithbursty
users, inorder to achieve the same small
delay, FDMA requiresa
bandwidth fargreater
than does
slotted ALOHA (by as much as three orders of magnitude).
This factor is exactly equal t o M as A -+ 0 since in this region
queueing effects areinsignificant; in this limit the delay V
is simply thepacket transmission time (observe the flatness
of the curves in Figs. 3 and 4), which for FDMA is V =
Mb,/W and which forslotted ALOHA is = b,/W. It is
also obvious here, for the same total bandwidth W ,that FDMA
willgive M times the delay as compared to slotted ALOHA.
This gain diminishes as A increases, until finally as MAb,/W +
l / e the situation reverses as mentioned above.
Finally, let us fix A and consider the delay contours in the
(W, M ) plane. Fig. 5 (a) and (b) corresponds t o A = 10-1 and
A =
packet/s.
Such
input
rates correspond again to
bursty users. We note again that in order to support a large
number of users, FDMA requires a larger bandwidth for the
same delay performance.
It is all too evident from the above comparison that random
accessis by far superior t o FDMA (or TDMA) when the environment consists of a large population of bursty users. The
fixed channel assignment in FDMAis effective in preventing
collisions but succeeds in this at the expense of poor utilization of each channel since the smoothing effectof a large population is absent.
However, it is known that slotted ALOHA itself does not
use the channel as efficiently as we might hope. This prompted
us t o inquire as to other, superior, random-accessmodes. In
previous papers [ I ] , [ 2 ] we introducedand analyzed the
CSMA modesandtheirextensions,
particularly suitablefor
ground packet radio environments characterized by a propagation delay between source-destination pairs which is very
small compared to the packet transmission time. In CSMA,
one attempts to avoid collisions by listening to (i.e., sensing)
the channel carrier due to another user's transmission. Among
the various protocols studied, we consider for the purpose of
thisstudy,onlythe
nonpersistentprotocol because ofits
simplicity in analysis and
implementation, as well as its relaI

102

103
104
NUMBER OF USERS M

1B

106

(a)

NUMBER OF USERS M

(b)
Fig. 5. FDMA and slotted ALOHA random access: performance for
fixed A. (a) A = 10-1 packets/s; (b) A = 10-2 packets/s.

tively high efficiency. Briefly, the idea in nonpersistent CSMA
is t o limit repeated interferenceamongpacketsby
always
rescheduling (into the future) a packet which finds the channel
busy. Thus a ready terminal senses the channel and operatesas
follows.
1) If the channel is sensed idle, it transmits the packet.
2 ) If the channelis sensed busy, then the terminal schedules
the retransmission of the packet to some later time, and then
repeats the algorithm.
The performance of CSMA was further shown to be highly
dependent on the mutual sensing ability of all terminals. The
existence of hidden terminals (terminals which are out of sight
or outof range) significantly degrades theperformance of
CSMA. To eliminatethisproblem
a naturalextension
of
CSMA, namely,thebusy-tone
multiple access (BTMA) was
considered and was shownto providean efficientsolution.
The performance of these systems as determined in the aforementioned references will be considered later in the final
comparisons.
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Next we consider a polling scheme applied to packet radio.
Following that we analyze a dynamicreservationtechnique
and compare itto many of the others.
and
111. THE ROLL-CALL POLLING TECHNIQUE

T = -bP.

Again we consider a population consisting of
M identical
terminals. We restrict our attention to the flow of data from
the terminals to the central station. For the present analysis,
we require that each terminal have a buffer of unlimited capacity. Polling messages are sent to each terminal in the population in sequence. A polling message is merely a control packet
of smaller size than a message packet which queries the terminal asking if it has any data to transmit; thepolling message
contains information about the address (identification) of the
terminal being polled. Message packets arriving at a terminal
are queued in its buffer until the terminal is polled, at which
time the buffer is completely emptied. Konheim and Meister
[14] analyzed such a system deriving stationary distributions
forqueue.lengthsandwaitingtimes.Fromthisreference,
we findthattheexpected
value ofthestationaryqueueat
a terminal is given by3
E{queue length}

1

v

= - ___

2 1-Mm

1 -m )
+-21 Mrm(
1-Mm
(3)

service)
(slots
of

p

w

Let 7 denote the propagation delay between the terminals
andthestation. We let a = TIT, and b = TPf7. In packet
radio environments as considered in this paper, the ratio
a is
small,typically
O.Ol.* Furthermoreit
is assumed t o be
identical for all terminals. The analysis requires the distinction
between the two cases, b > 1 and b < 1.
We first treat the case b 2 1 (assuming b to be an integer);
here we consider the time axis to be divided into slots of size
7. In this roll-call polling scheme, the channel is assigned to a
terminal until its buffer is emptied. The channel is then used
for b slots to poll the next terminal in sequence. It takes one
slot for the polling packet
to reach the terminal and the station has to waitoneadditionalslot(propagationfromthe
terminal to the station) before it can decide whether to allocate the channel to the polled terminal or poll the next terminal in ~ e q u e n c e .Therefore,
~
the scheme requires r slots for
synchronization
purposes
and
polling-packet
transmission,
where
(7)

r=b+2.

For example, when a = 0.01 (T, = ~ O O T ) we
, have

queueing delay that a packet in-

and the stationary expected
curs is given by

Mv

1

E{queueing delay} = - .~
21-Mm

1-m

+2

+-1 Mr(1 - m )
2

1-Mm

(slots)

where m and v denote, respectively, the expectation and varianceofthenumberofslotsrequiredto
service the arrivals
occuring at a buffer during a slot, and r denotes the (integer)
number of slots required for synchronization
(i.e., switching
to the next user). We now proceed with the determination of
m, v, and r in the application of this technique to packet radio.
Let the arrival process of packets at a buffer be described
byastationaryrandomprocess,namelyaPoissonprocess.
Let b, be the number of bits per message packet (considered
to be of constant length) and6, the number of bitsper polling
packet.Let
L = b,fbp, which we shallassume to be an
integer. L is greater than one, typically 10 or 100. Let T , and
Tp be the transmission time of a message packet and a polling
packet,respectively;that
is, if W is thebandwidthofthe
channel modulated at 1 bit/Hz*s, then
3The time axis is divided into slots of equal size; for the purpose
of ourstudythe
slot size will be appropriately chosen asexplained
later in the text.

if

L

if

L = 10

= 100
.

then

b= 1

and

r=3

then

b=10

and

r = 12

and when a = 0.05 ( T , = 207) and L = 10, we have b = 2 and
r = 4. Let x be the random number of packet
arrivals at a
user's buffer during a slot interval. Let the Poisson arrival process at each terminal have a mean of
A packets per slot; we
have
Ak

Prk=k}=-e-*.
k!

Therefore
m = AT, fr = Afa

v = Ala2.

(9)
( 10)

With M identical terminals, the system utilizationis
4Consider, for example, 1000 bit packets transmitted over a channel operating at a speed of 100 kbit/s. The transmission time of a
packet is then 10 ms. If the maximumdistancebetween
the source
and the destination is 10 mi, then the (speed-of-light) packet propagation delay is on the order of 54 ps. Thus the propagation delay is a very
small fraction (a = 0.005) of the transmission time of a packet. On the
contrary, when one considers satellite channels, the propagation delay
is a relatively large multiple of the packet transmission time (a % 1).
'The absence of a reply from the terminal means that the terminal
has an empty buffer. The station then proceeds by polling the next
one in sequence.
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where
In Fig. 6 w e plot the expected queue length for various
values of L, a, and M ( L = 10 100; a = 0.01, 0.05; M = 10,
100, 1000). Note that for most values of S, the average queue
Substituting r, m, and v in (3) and (4) bythe expressions
length is less thanone,Theexpected
total packet delay is
found in (7), (9), and (10) and multiplying both equations by
simply equal to
a, we get the expected queue length and the
queueing delay
in packets and packet transmission times, respectively.
V = ,?{queueing delay}
1(packet transmissions).
When b < 1, we redefine the slot size and consider the time
axis to be divided into slots of size T,. We assume again for
In Figs. 7 and 8 we plot packet delay versus S for the cases
simplicity that 7 is an integer multiple of T,, i.e., l/b is an
integer. The number r of slots required for polling and syn- mentioned above (a = 0.01, 0.05; L = 10, 100;M = 10, 100,
1000) along withthethroughput-delay
curves for CSMA
chronization is given by
(a = 0.01, 0.05) and BTMA (a = ,0.01) obtained from [ I ] ,
r = 1 f 2/b.
(1 2) [8] .6 We note that for the same value of system utilization S,
the delay increases with increasing values of M and decreasing
For example, when a = 0.05 and L = 100, we have 7 = 5T',
values
of L ; this is of course due to the increase in overhead
i.e., 1/ b = 5 ;in this case r = 11. The expectation andvariance
(transmission
of polling messages).' Although polling may
of the number of slots required to service the arrivals occuring
allow
the
system
to
achieve full utilization of thechannel
during a slot are now expressed as
(S = l), the delay incurred by a packet is large (mainly for
m=AL
(13) the large M case which is of interest to us) rendering the poll-

h =MA.

1

+

v=AL2

(14)

and therefore S = Mm = U .
Now substituting r, m, Y in (3) and (4) by the expressions
found in (12 ) , (13), and (14) and multiplying both equations
by 1/ L we get the expected queue length and expected queueing delay in units of packets and packet transmission times
respectively. We have now accounted for both cases regarding
b.

It is to be noted that the analysis in [ l ] and [8]was based on the
assumption that a terminal has at most one packet at any time. This
comparison is still valid since, especially when M is large and S not
too close to 1, thequeue length is rarely greater thanone
(see Fig. 6). One could also plot the tail of the distributions ( P r [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
length > k}) which can be obtained from the generating function of
queue length derived in [ 141 ; however, tHe expressions are extremely
complex and we restrict ourselves to the expectedvalues.
' Moreover, polling messages have to be longer for larger M since
they have to accommodate longeraddresses;this
is a second-order
effect.
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quency division method givingrise to the so-called SRMA.
The. available bandwidth is divided intotwo channels:one
used to transmit control information, the second used for the
messages themselves.Thereare many operational modes. At
first, we shall restrict ourselves to the simple one described in
the following and called the request answer-to-requestmessage
scheme (RAM). In thls implementation, the bandwidth allocatedforcontrol
is further divided intotwo channels: the
request channelandthe
answer-to-requestchannel. The requestchannel
will beoperated
inarandom-access
mode
(ALOHA or CSMA).
Considernowa
terminal with a message ready for transmission. To initiate the sending of the message, the terminal
sends,ontherequestchannel,
a requestpacketcontaining
informationaboutthe
address of theterminal,and, in the
case of variable lengthormultipacket
messages, thelength
of the message. At the correct reception of the request packet,
the scheduling station computes the time at which the backlog onthe message channel will emptyandthentransmits
back totheterminal,ontheanswer-to-requestchannel,
an
answer packet containing the address of the answered terminal
and the time at which it can start
transmission.
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Packet delay in roll-call polling (a = 0.05).

ing technique less attractive and CSMA and BTMA more
desirable.
IV. A DYNAMIC RESERVATION TECHNIQUE
Although polling is more common in wired networks than
contention, we note,fromthe
previous section,thatthe
former involves considerable overhead and is inefficient when
M is large. An attractive alternative is t o use a reservation technique which is the subject 'of this section and which is the key
topic of this paper. In the dynamic reservation systems considered here the terminal first makes a request for service on
the channel whenever it has a message packet to transmit. It
is only when such a request is received at the station that this
station will schedule the request; the station maintainsa queue
ofrequestsandinformstheterminalofitsposition
in the
queue.
However, since the radio channelis the only means of communication between terminals, the latter cannot schedule the
requests themselvesin order to avoid conflicts.Thecontention on the channel due to
these requestpackets is exactly
of the same nature as the contention due to the transmission
of the message packets themselves, as seen in the random-access
techniques.From
previousresults,
random multiple-access
modes suggest themselves as a method for. multrplexing the
requests on the channel. In order to prevent
collisions between
control packets (requests) and the actual message packets, the
channel is either time divided or frequency divided between
the two types of data.8 In this study,
we shall select the fre'The reservation scheme presented by Roberts [13] for packetswitched satellite channels is based on a time-division scheme.

We define again the total message delay as the time lapse
from the moment the
message is readyfor transmission up
to the time the
transmission of the message is ~ o m p l e t e d . ~
This total delay is composed of the two following components
(see Fig. 9):
a) 4 , the time for the request packet to be
successfully
received at the station;
b) 0 2 , the time between reception of the request packet at
the station and the end of themessage transmission.
Let W again be the total available bandwidth (modulated at
1 bit/Hz.s). Let W , be the bandwidth allocated to the message
channel and 8 = W,/W. The answer-to-request channel is an
interference-freechannel since thestation is theonly transmitter. That is, answer packets can be queued at the station
and transmittedwithout conflicts. It is possible t o give the
answer-to-requestchannelenoughbandwidth
W, suchthat
answer packets do not incur any queueingdelay at the station.
Indeed, if b, and b, are the number of bits'per request packet
and answer-to-request packet, respectively, then W, should
satisfy

w, > w,-ba

(1 5)

br

where W , is the bandwidth assigned to the request channel.
Since the answer-to-request packetalso constitutes the positive
acknowledgementfortherequestpacket,
we notethatthe
time-out t o receive anacknowledgementfortherequest
packet is futed and simply equal to T,
27 where T, is the

+

'The transmission of message packets on the message channel is
free from interference. It is further assumed that the message channel
is noiseless and incurs no packet loss.
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Fig. 9. SRMA.

transmission time of th'e answer packet, and 7 is the one-way
propagation delay, assumed t o be identic4 for all terminals.1°

B. Statement of the Problem

mum generationrate thatthetotalbandwidth
W can ever
handle is Wlb,. The normalized throughput (average number
of packets per transmissiontime of a packetontheentire
bandwidth) denoted again by S is then expressed as

The problem here is twofold. Given that the bandwidth is
the limiting resource:
a) find the maximum throughput;
b) for a given throughput, find the optimal bandwidth assignment; that is, the bandwidth assignment which minimizes
the total message delay.
C. Delay Analysis

Since both control packets contain the
same type of information,it is reasonable t o assume that b, = b, and therefore r),= r),= r).We further let W , = Wa and hence T, = T,.
In this case we have

We have so far introduced the following notation:
W:
Wm:
W,:
Wa :
b,:

b,:
b,:
8:

totalbandwidth available;
bandwidth assigned to message channel;
bandwidth assigned t o request channel;
bandwidth assigned to answer-to-request channel;
number of bitsin
a message packet(or
average
numberofbits
in message in the cases of variable
length messages or multipacket messages);
number of bits in a request packet;
number af bits in an answer-to-request packet;
fractionoftotalbandwidth
assigned tothe message
channel (W , / W ).

Consider the request channel operated in a random-access
mode.Theexpected
delayincurred by arequest packet is
readily obtainedfromthe
simulationresultspresentedin
[ I ] , [8]. These throughput-delaytradeoffs arenormalized
with respect to the packet transmission time on the channel
under consideration, namely, T, for this case. Let S, denote
the normalized input rate on the request channel; we have
S, = AT,

In addition, we introduce the following notation:

T,: transmission timeof
a message on the message
channel, T , = b,/W,;
T,: transmission time of arequest packet on the request
channel, T, = b,/W,;
T,: transmissiontime of an answer packet on the answer
t o request channel, T, = ba/Wa;
~a
Vr

I

If the request channel is operated under an ALOHA mode,
and letting Q A L O H A (S,) denote the delay as a function of
the input rate in an ALOHA channel, then

= ba/bm ;
= br/bm.

In this analysis we assume that the M users (M large) collectively form an independent Poisson source with an aggregate meanpacketgenerationrateof
X packets/s. Under steadystate conditions, X is also the channel throughput. The maxi"Propagation delays are not shown in Fig. 9.

Similarly, if the request channel is operated under the nonpersistent CSMA protocol, and if QNPCSMA(S,, a,.) denote the
delay as a function of the normalized input rate (S,) and the
normalized propagation delay (a,) as displayedin Fig. 10,
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delay

V2 is given by

where pm is the utilization of the queueing system
channel) and is' given by

(message

S
p m = AT, = -

e

and where c, is the coefficient of variation of the message
service time T,. Finally,forfixedorexponentialmessage
length (with an average of b, bits), we have

1-e

e

s ( l'Ie2
-s/e)

]w+

27 (seconds) (24)

where
2 if we have deterministic message length
1
0

2

.4

S

a

6

expected
total
The

(THROUGHPUT)

Slotted nonpersistent CSMA: packet delay for various a,..

Fig. 10.

if we have exponentially distributed message length.

1

message delay is therefore

D = Vl + v 2 .
Utilization
D.Maximum Bandwidth

then
(seconds)

Dl =

Let C, denotethecapacityoftherequestchannel.The
satisfied:
(20) be
always
constraints
following
must
two

where S, is given in (1 8) and a, is expressed as
7

a, = Tr

< Cr
p m < 1.
S,

For a given bandwidth assignment 0 , the maximum input rate
tighter of the two above constraints.
The maximum bandwidth utilization (also called the system
C S R M A ) is thereforeobtained as
capacityanddenotedby
the solution of the following program:

S is determined by the

(In the case where W = 100 kbit/s, 4, = 1000 bit and T =
100 p s , then a, = [(l - 8 ) / 2 ~ X]
To estimafe the delay V2,.we make the following assumption:theoutput
of therandom-accessrequestchannel(defined as the process corresponding to the arrival of successful
requests at the station) is Poisson with a mean of h requests
persecond.
In order to verifytheaboveassumption,
we
exam$e theinterdeparturetimes
(i.e., timebetweensuccessive successful packets) of the nonpersistent CSMA simulator when a, .= 0.01. For this we plot in Fig. 11 (a) and (b) the
histogramsforvarious
values of S,, along with'the density
function of the exponential distribution with mean
l/S, for
comparisoq. We note that except for interdepartures in the
range of 'one or two packet transmission times, the match
is
acceptable. and that the smaller
is S,, the more valid is the
assumption.
.Under
this
assumption,
the
message channel
can
be
modeled as an M/G/l queueingsystem,inwhichthe
arrival
process is the (assumed) Poisson output of the request channel; shifted in time. by T, + 27 s (the time-out period). Therefore, using the Pollaczek-Khinchin formula [ 111 the expected

iP,

= Sp 1

which can be expressed as

The solution is obtained when the following condition is satisfied:
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(b)
Histograms of interdeparture times in slotted nonpersistent CSMA. (a) S, = 0.1.
(b) S, = 0.3, 0.55, 0.75.

In ALOHA-reservation systems, C,. is constant (1/2e forpure
ALOHA, l / e for
slotted
ALOHA);
is then easily expressed as

S=8

S=

(1

-

e>cr(ar)
27)

(28)

which leads t o

E. Numerical Results and Discussion

1

I

1 + 47)e

C S R M A=

1
1

+ 277e

w h c h define the space of feasible solutionsfornonpersistent
carrier sense SRMA. CsRMA lies at the intersection of these
two constraints.

for pure ALOHA
for slotted ALOHA.

(29)

In carrier sense SRMA systems, C,. is a function of a, which
itself, by (21), is a function of 8. Given C,.(a,.) (see Fig. 10)
the solution of (27) can easily be determined numerically or
graphically. To illustratethis, we plot in Fig. 12 thetwo
equations

System Capacity: In Fig. 13 we plotthe SRMA system
capacity versus 77 (which represents a relative measure of the
overhead due to controi information) for the following access
modes: pure ALOHA SRMA, slotted ALOHA SRMA, slotted
nonpersistent carrier sense SRMA ( ~ W l b , = 0.01, 0.05). In
addition, we show the system capacity for both ALOHA and
CSMA modes. We notethatthe
system capacityin SRMA
reaches 1 for very small Q. A case of interest considered
throughout this paper corresponds to b , = 1000 bits and b,,
anywherefrom 10 t o 100 bits (b, is directlyrelated to the
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Slotted nonpersistent carrier sense SRMA: determination of
maximum channel utilization.

number of terminals in the population, since addressing information increaseslogarithmically
with increasing M). Thus,
the interesting range for 17 is 0.01 to 0.1. For q > 0.01, the
effect oh the system capacity of the random
access used t o
operate the request channel is important: a high improvement
is gained when the request channel is operated in slotted nonpersistent CSMA as compared t o ALOHA. On the other hand,
in compariflg the capacity of SRMA to the capacity of random
access modes, we, note that SRMA is superiorfor relatively
small values of q; and it is these which are of practical interest.
DelayConsiderations:,

Let us restrictourselveshere

to

7W/brn =, 0.01. For, given q and S, the total message delay D
i s a function of 8, the bandwidth assignment. As an ex&ple,
this is shown in Fig. 14, for slotted nonpersistent carrier sense
SRMA with fixed message length (packet) and T W / ~ , = 0.01.
Similar plots can be obtained for other random-access modes
used for the request channel. For each value of S, we see that
8 must lie in a feasible range denoted as [Omin, 8,,;]
,where
O,i,
is determined by the constraint prn = 1 and then Omin =
S, and Omax is determined by the constraint S , = C,(a,). For
small values of 0 (0 close to Omin), the major part of delay is
due to 4 ; for 8 close t o Omax, it is due t o Dl.The optimai
bandwidth assignment is defined as the value of 8 which minimizes t o t d delay. We note that thehigher the load is, the more
critical is the choice of .eopt.(Bearing in mind that random
access is more unstable when the load is higher,l one tends to

’ ’ Random-access channels exhibit unstable behavior at most input
loads as shown by Kieinrock and Lam ,[PI.In this last reference, the
dynamic behavior and stability of an ALOHA channel are c,onsidered;
quantitative estimates for the relative stability of the channel are given,
which indicate the need for special control procedures to avoid a collapse. Optimal control.procedures have been foQnd [ 121, [ 151. It has
beenshown [8] that CSMA exhibits similar unstablebehavior. How:
ever, contrary to ALOHA channels where sttady-state performance is
badly degraded when true stability must be guaranteed, CSMA provides
excellent stable performance even with, as large a population as 1000
terminals! Furthermore,the application of adaptivechannel control
can further improve channel performance. For more details, the reader
is referred to the forthcoming Part IV of this series on packet switching
in radio channels [ 161.

choose a value of 6 slightly below the optimum, even though
the delay is then slightly larger.) Theminimum delay for
ALOHA-SRMA and slotted nonpersistent carrier sense SRMA
is shown in Fig. 15 as a function of S for various values of q. In
comparing the two systems betweenthemselves, we again note
an important improvement in using CSMA for the request channel. The improvement is more important when larger values of
q are involved.
Finally,in Fig. 16 we compare carrier sense SRMA with
the random-access modes ALOHA, CSMA, and BTMA; we
note that. unless q is large (0.1 and above), there is a value of
S below which CSMA or BTMA performs better than SRMA
and above which the opposite is true. This is mainly due to the
following facts,
a) For small S , reservation systemsexhibit delays larger
thanonepacket
transmission timeduetothe
transmission
time of both the requestand the answer-to-request packets.
b) For q < 0.1, CSMA and BTMA exhibit a system capacity
lower than the capacity of SRMA (see Fig. 13):
For reference. purposes, we also plot in Fig. 16 the M/D/1
curvewhich corresponds to the absolutely best performance
one can achieve under statistical load; it consists of a system
where one is able t o buffer the demands placed on the channel
therefore scheduling the transmission of packets (at no cost)
in such a way as t o avoid conflicts.
Moreover,incomparing
SRMA to polling, we notefrom
Figs. 7 and 16 that when M > 100 (large population case),
SRMA far exceeds the performance ofpolling.

F. Another Implementation
Another version of SRMA, called the RM scheme, consists
o f the following implementation. The total availableband-

width is divided into only two channels: the request channel
and the message channel. As before, the request channel will
be operated in a random-access mode. A termind with a message ready for transmission sends a request packet (containing
its ID) on the request channel. When correctly received by the
scheduling station, the request packet joins the request queue.
Requests may be serviced on a “first come first served” basis
(or any other scheduling algorithm). When the message chanID of a
nel is available, an answer ‘packet(containingthe
queued terminal scheduled for transmission) is transmitted by
the station on. the message channel. After hearing its own ID
repeatedbythestation,theterminalstartstransmittingits
message on the message channel. If a terminal does not hear
its own ID repeated by the scheduling station within a certain
appropriate time after the request
is sent, the original transmission of the request packet is assumed t o be unsuccessful
(conflicted with). The request packet is then retransmitted.
The time t o receive ananswer to a correctly received request packet is equal to the delay incurred by a request packet
waiting in the request queue for the
message channel t o be
available. This delay is a random variable. Since the terminal
repeats the request if it does not receive any answer within a
certain time-out interval (even though the request may have
alreadybeen correctly received), we notethattheterminal
undertakes some “additional transmissions” of a request
packet following the successful one;theshorterthetime-
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Slotted nonpersistent carrier sense SRMA: packet delay
versus bandwidth assignment.

out period is, the larger is the traffic on the request channel
and hencethe smaller is the probability of success. On the
otherhand,the
larger thetime-out periodis, the larger is
the probability of success of a request packet, but the longer
is the retransmissiondelay in case of conflict.Theproblem
here consists of the following.
a) For a given load S and a given capacity assignment 8 ,
find the optimum time-out whichminimizes the delay for a
request packet t o be correctly received.
b) For a given load, find the optimal capacity assignment
which minimizes tht total packet delay.
Thisproblem hasbeenstudiedthroughsimulation.The
large number of system variables (e, S, Q,time-out period, and
retransmissiondelays
ontherequestchannel)renderthe

.4

6

8

1

S

Fig. 15.

Minimumpacketdelayin

SRMA.

experimental design task a rather tedious one. It was carried
out only to the extentof showing that the performanceof the
RM scheme is comparableand even slightlysuperior to the
RAM scheme, as consideredabove.This
is summarizedin
Table I.
V. CONCLUSION
Inthis paper we reviewed various ways ofallocatinga
channel of limited bandwidth to M user terminals communicating with a station; we also introduced and analyzed a contention system suitable to ground packet radio networks
called
SRMA. These manymodes were comparedwith regard t o
throughput and delay.
When we have a large population of bursty users, random
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Final comparison.

TABLE I
MINIMUM DELAY FOR BOTH RAM AND RM SCHEMES
7l =

.5

S

RAM

0.3
0.7

1.8

q = 0.1

0.01
RM
RM

RAM

2.3
1.5
6.2 2.75

3.4
13

access was shown to be far superior to a fixed-channel assignment; polling was also shown to be inferior to random access
due to the large overhead caused by the need for control and
slot synchronization. SRMA, on the other hand, represents an
interesting scheme since it is both simple and efficient over a
largerange.Fromthefinalcomparisonperformedinthe
previous section, it is to be noted that< there existsno scheme
which is consistently superior to all others. The performance
ofeach is dependent on the severalsystemparameters
(a,
Q,5‘); so also is the selection of the best scheme.
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A Generalization of Minimum-Shift-Keying (MSK)-Type
Signaling Based Upon Input Data Symbol Pulse Shaping

Abstruct-In recent years, minimum-shift-keying (MSK) has gained
increasing popularity as a modulation technique because of its desirable
spectral properties. Quite often, the spectral concentration provided by
energy spillMSK is not sufficient to meet requirements on outaf-band
over. In these situations, one might apply additional input pulse shaping
in such a way as to still maintain constant envelope signals. The
paper.
properties of such MSK-type signals arethe subjectofthis
Specific examples are included as’illustrations of the theory both for
the binary and M-ary cases.

then derived and specific examples are given to illustrate the
desirable spectral properties alluded t o in the above. Such
properties are important
considerations
in
system design
where interchannel and intersymbol interference degradations
must be kept t o a minimum. Finally, the results are extended
to include M a r y MSK which is a special case of M a r y CPFSK
[201 ,
SIGNAL CHARACTERIZATION

INTRODUCTION
T is well known [ l ] -[3] that minimum-shift-keying (MSK)
[41-[61 , which is a speical case of continuous phase
frequency-shift-keying (CPFSK) [7] , [8] with
frequency
deviation ratio equal to 0.5, is spectrally equivalent to a form
of offset quadrature phase-shift-keying (OQPSK) [9] - [ 111 in
which the symbol pulse shape is ahalf-cyclesinusoid rather
than the usualrectangular form. Perhaps not so well known
[12] is thefactthatappropriate
shaping oftheinputdata
symbols allows one to generate anentire class of constantenvelope MSK-type signals, whose spectral properties are more
desirable in some applications than those of MSK or OQPSK.
Thepurpose of this paper is t o derive andpresent aset of
conditions on the input pulse shaping which in turn describes
the class ofenvelopeshapesallowable.
Theautocorrelation
function and power spectral density of this class of signals are

I
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When antipodal data are t o be transmitted at arate R =
1/T symbols/s using the MSK modulation technique, then the
signal transmitted over thechannel is aconstant-envelope
CPFSK waveform which can be expressed in the form

J

71

(t - kT) dh +. xh

kT<t<(k+ l)T
where o, is the carrier radian frequency in rad/s,{dh = kl} is
the antipodal data stream, andx k is an additive phase which is
constant over the kth data interval kT < r < ( k + l)T with a
value determined by the requirement of
phase continuity at
the data transition instants I = kT and r = ( k + 1)T. Implicit
in the representation of (1) is the fact that the data sequence
{&}is first translatedinto
abinary
data waveform with
rectangular shaped pulses and then frequency modulated onto
the carrier.
A generalization of (1) which allows for other than
rectangular shaped data pulses is as follows:
71

(t - kT)f,(t)

+xh

1

(k - 1)TG t < (k

+ l)T

(2)

